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Part 1


A Very Small Sampling of the Paintings

The slides in this part of the presentation are lifted directly 
from “CG’s Chromesthetic Paintings,” a slide show representing 
most of the works in roughly the order in which they were 
painted.




Little Tune
Little Tune, the first of the chromesthetic paintings, is a three note melody composed by 
Dmitry Kabalevsky. 


The palette was chosen to correspond to the four colors featured in the Simon memory game, 
which are red, green, blue, yellow.


The painting is in the personal collection of RB.


Sound on the image: Piano






Crimson Flames
The Crimson Flames painting represents Bob Dylan’s “My Back Pages.” 


The palette was inspired by the first bit of the lyric to the song: “Crimson flames tied 
through my ears …”


Sound on the image: Bob Dylan






Angel Glow
The painting Angel Glow is something of a marriage between an exquisite tune composed by 
Jerome Kern, “All The Things You Are,” and a palette inspired by a well-known painting by 
Gustav Klimt, “The Kiss.”


Sound on the second image: Artie Shaw








Part 2


Synesthesia and Chromesthesia



Definitions/Examples


Sharing a root with anesthesia, which means “no sensation,” synesthesia means “joined 
or coupled sensation.” ((“Synesthesia,” Cytowic, p. 2)


There are many types of synesthesia! For example ((adapted from “Synesthesia,” Cytowic, 
chapter 1, and “Wednesday is Indigo Blue,” Cytowic and Eagleman, chapter 6)):

• grapheme —> color (e.g., A is red, B is yellow)

• grapheme —> gender and personality (e.g., 5 is a fierce female, 7 is a thoughtful 

male).

• phoneme —> taste (e.g. the “s” in “sapphire” may trigger the taste of tomato, the “l” 

in “locomotive” may trigger the taste of potato.)


Chromesthesia is a type of synesthesia in which sounds are seen as colors, or colors 
are heard as sounds. The former case, the more common of the two, is also referred to 
as colored hearing. For example: pitch —> color.




Actual Synesthesia vs Artistic Synesthesia


Actual synesthesia is involuntary and biological, and is therefore an integral part of a 
person’s way of perceiving the world at all times.


Artistic synesthesia is the deliberate construction of cross-sensory effects by artists who 
deploy perceptual blending as a means of communicating their vision.


It is important to respect the distinction between actual synesthesia and artistic 
synesthesia, and hence refrain from treating the two phenomena as though they are 
interchangeable.


((Adapted from “Synesthesia and the Arts,” by Dani Cavallaro.))




dailyartmagazine.com/synesthesia-in-art/

Example of Artistic Synesthesia



Selected Texts on 

Synesthesia




A Note on Chromesthetic Manifestation

How might a chromesthete visualize musical notes? 

There are lots of possibilities!


Two of the most common ways are …

• Like fireworks, with fading images

• As solid shapes, projected here or there




Suggestive Visualization Based on a CS1 Lab




Animation of a Virtual Painting (Almost a CS1 Lab!)




Part 3


Art? Chromesthetic Paintings?



Some “Big” Questions

These questions are likely to run through at least some of our minds as 

the hour unfolds:


• The ubiquitous question: But is it art?

• The more relevant question: But is it a chromesthetic painting?



Some Related Questions

Among the questions that relate to the “big” questions:


• Are the answers to the “big” questions associated with the artist, perhaps relating to 
the artist’s inclination or intention?


• Do the answers to the “big” questions reside with the viewer / listener / reader 
(receiver), within what is sometimes referred to as the beholder’s share?


• To what degree are these two sides of an artifact involved in determining answers to 
the “big” questions?



Part 4


Examples of Chromesthetic Paintings



Wassily Kandinsky’s “Concentric Circles”




Piet Mondrian’s “Broadway Boogie Woogie”




Craig Graci’s “Wayfaring Stranger”




Part 5


Pivotal Event #1 En Route to the Paintings




Interview: Wei Wang Interviewed Craig Graci (2014)


W: 

For a number years, I taught a computational problem solving course to quite a few 
students. One semester, I focused extensively on problems associated with the modeling of 
musical melody. But I had a deaf student in class, and I wanted her to be able to model 
melodies, and solve the musical problems that I posed. 


Since she couldn’t hear the melodies, I had to translate the problems from the sonic realm 
into the visual realm. I would present her with simple text files in which each line of the 
text file would represent a note. A number would correspond to a degree of a given scale, 
and some number of dashes would correspond to a duration. For example:


3  - - - - - -
2  - - - - - -
1  - - - - - - - - - - - -

What inspired you to come up with this idea?


C: 



Interview, Continued

With a simple symbolic language that I invented for modeling melody, my student was able 
to reproduce the visual output. As a side effect of running her program, hearing people 
could listen to the melody that she had coded to generate the textual image. Although 
deaf, this student was able to generate the music, the melody, from the textual image.


((Transcription of the interview.))




Sample Demo Featuring a few of Clay Primitives in MxM




From Pitches and Dashes to Grids




Part 6


Educational Microworlds 




Bunny Numerics: A Number

Theory Microworld



Children, Chunking and Computing - and the QuArc World



The Music Exploration Microworld (MxM)



Part 7


Clay and MxM




On Music Knowledge Representation Languages

Once a melody is encoded in a “suitable” music knowledge representation language, one 
that is executable and that possesses a relatively high degree of structural integrity, 
the melody can readily be rendered in any number of ways.


For example: 

• Sonically

• Textually - in any number of ways

• Visually - in any number of ways

Moreover, the melody can be processed in wildly interesting ways, particularly from 
the perspective of AI (artificial intelligence) and AC (algorithmic composition).




Clay

The music knowledge representation language that features most prominently in my 
cognitive musicological research is a variant of Clay, a modest little language that also 
serves as the computational framework for nearly all of my educational microworld 
research.


Variants of Clay were featured in the Bunny Numerics microworld, in the QuArc 
microworld, and in several other microworlds, as well, including MxM.




MxM

MxM is the name of a microworld infrastructure that supports one of my favorite 
approaches to modeling musical melodies, that of manipulating a single note which is 
comprised, most notably, of pitch, duration, amplitude, and timbre.




Dimitry Kabalevsky’s “Little Tune”

My “Hello World” melody, the melody that I turn to when beginning any sort of research 
project pertaining to music cognition or cognitive musicology, is Dmitri Kabalevsky’s 3 pitch 
tune called “Little Tune.” 




Sample Session in a Skeletal MxM Microworld (First Bit)
Welcome to DrRacket, version 8.1 [cs].
Language: racket, with debugging; memory limit: 128 MB.
> ( mxm )
Hi! MxM here …

( display-program )
littletune = part1 part2 
part1 = phrase1 phrase2 
part2 = phrase1 phrase3 
phrase1 = figure1 figure2 break 
phrase2 = figure1 figure3 break 
phrase3 = figure4 figure5 break 
figure1 = rp:2 play lp play rp play lp:2 play 
figure2 = rp play lp play rp x2 play s2 lp 
figure3 = rp x2 play play s2 lp 
figure4 = rp:2 play lp play rp play lp play lp 
figure5 = x2 play play s2 



Sample Session in a Skeletal MxM Microworld (Second Bit)

littletune

E4  - - - - 
D4  - - - - 
E4  - - - - 
C4  - - - - 
D4  - - - - 
C4  - - - - 
D4  - - - - - - - - 

E4  - - - - 
D4  - - - - 
E4  - - - - 
C4  - - - - 
D4  - - - - - - - - 
D4  - - - - - - - - 

. . .



Sample Session in a Skeletal MxM Microworld (Third Bit)



Sample Session in a Skeletal MxM Microworld (Fourth Bit)



Part 8


Pivotal Event #2 En Route to the Paintings 




Rick Back Makes a Save in the CLAS Dean’s Office
More than a decade ago, Rick Back assumed the role of acting Dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences. 


At his first leadership meeting, he engaged those present in a “get acquainted” activity 
that involved making trades. To each chair/director he would offer up a token that he felt 
might have something to do with the department/program that they represented, and in 
exchange they were invited to respond with a token that somehow symbolized their 
domain of knowledge.


I was ambiguously representing both the computer science department and the cognitive 
science program at the leadership meetings, as I dutifully did for a couple of decades. 



Rick’s Token Offering to Cognitive Science
Rick offerred me a SIMON, a memory game featuring four colors, red green blue yellow, 
which I think was directed towards my cognitive science hat. 




Cognitive Science’s Token Offering to Rick
I did my best to ignore the charge. But in time I started to feel a bit too guilty for being 
the only one in the room that didn’t seem to be playing along. Eventually, I painted “Little 
Tune,” my first chromesthetic painting, and offered it to Rick as token of something that 
might be seen to have relevance to cognitive science.




Part 9


Cognitive Musicology Research 

Featuring Clay and/or MxM 



Three Favorite Texts on Music Cognition



Three Favorite Cognitive Musicology Presentations

• “A Quantitative Measure of Melodic Structure:  Computational Infrastructure and 
Cognitive Implications,” Empirical Musicology Conference (Sponsored by SEMPRE), 
University of London, 2008


• “A Genetic Programming Approach to Determining Grouping Structure in Tonal 
Music,” Music Cognition Symposium, Eastman School of Music, Rochester NY, 2008


• “A Procedural Take on the Deutsch/Feroe Formalism: Cognitive Motivation and 
Computational Realization,” Society for Music Perception and Cognition (SMPC) 
Conference, Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI), 2009

Of the half dozen or so talks that I have given on topics that fall within the realm of 
cognitive musicology, these are probably the three that I found to be the most fun, and 
also the most satisfying:


The research that I did in these years on musical structure (particularly grouping 
structure and reductional structure), kindled my desire to do all sorts of things pertaining 
to the representation and processing of music, one of which turned out to be the 
chromesthetic painting.




Bonus Bit on “Research Inspired Chromesthetic Painting”


There are any number of ideas that can form the basis of chromesthetic paintings. 


Most of my paintings are based on just one simple idea (notes represented by shapes of 
certain colors and dimensions, layed out in some sort of grid).


The next few slides are intended to suggest, by means of a modest example, how ideas for 
chromesthetic paintings might arise from actual research into the nature of music.



Which of these is (most interestingly) not like the others?




Hirst Dots on Display




The Hirst “Dots Factory”




Some Chromesthetic Images




Key Finding Algorithms

Three very different sorts of key finding algorithms:

• Declarative algorithms - based on comparing the pitch profile of a piece with the 24 key 
profiles, and selecting the best fit. Krumhansl’s algorithm is the classic.  Pitches are featured 
aspect of the music. 


• Procedural algorithms - based on generating the piece within each key, and selecting the 
key for which the number of transitions outside of the key to reach a note is minimized.  
Intervals are the featured in this algorithm.


• Chromesthetic algorithms - based on comparing the colors associated with the pitches of a 
piece with the distributions of colors associated with the keys, and selecting the best fit. 
Colors are featured in this algorithm.



Part 10


Local “Value” of the Paintings  




Conversation Starter for CogSci/HCI Recruitment


The paintings have quite served well as ice breakers for initial interactions with with prospective 
CogSci/HCI students (and sometimes their parents).

They have served a similar purpose with respect to candidates for faculty positions in Cognitive 
Science or HCI.

For a number of years we would meet with prospective students and faculty candiates in IPAC, 
where chormesthetic paintings lined the conferance room walls. Once the Chromesthetic Gallary 
was installed in the 4th floor of Shineman Hall, we would sometimes meet up with prospective 
students and faculty candidates in the gallary.

In either case, the paintings afford opportunities for relaxed conversation about phenomena 
associated with both CogSci and HCI, and suggest clear paths to discussion about relevant topics 
of study and research.



The “Echo” Dyptic in IPAC



Champagne and Star in the Chromesthetic Gallary



HCI Research on the Paintings

• When I was directing IPAC, I arranged for Tatiana Tavares, who was visiting Oswego in 

conjunction with a grant from the Brazilian Science Without Borders Program, to spend a 
year as and IPAC Visiting Fellow. During that year, she and a number of her students from 
Brazil engaged in research relating to the paintings, which resulted in presentations at a 
number of conferences.


• Wei Wang built a collection of resources around the paintings, including a nice Web site, 
and a survey pertaining to the site and the paintings. She and a photographer friend of 
hers took the only really good pictures of my paintings.


• Patricia Turner did a variety of research pertaining to the paintings that involved the 
construction of digital devices for processing them in various interactive ways, and 
assessments of the digital devices.



Tatiana — IPAC in Oswego / Chromesthetic Lab in Brazil



Wei and Photographer Friend
Wei is on the left in the picture. Here they 
are photographing “Fairy Tale” in the CS 
Department office, the palette of which was 
inspired by the Van Gogh image that can be 
seen on the desk.


These two spent two full days taking 
pictures on and off campus in support of the 
products that Wei was constructing to profile 
the paintings.



Pat Tanner — IPAC / The Then Soon-To-Be Chromesthetic Gallary



Influences of Chromesthetic Work in the Classroom

• Csc212, our CS1 course at Oswego, has long incorporated a musical microworld and a painter 

microworld via the MMW (modular melodic world) class and the nrp (nonrepresentational 
painter) class, and mixed their functionality up in chromesthetic ways.


• Semiotic analyses of the chromesthetic paintings have been featured in our cognitive semiotics 
course, Cog444, not just the numerous times that I taught the course, but in guest lectures 
that I gave for Professor Vampola on a number of occasions.


• Musical and graphical microworlds have featured in the rendering of fractal sets in the formal 
systems course, Cog356. Rendering a given fractal in both sonic and visual terms manefests as 
an interesting sort of chromesthesia.


• A number of students in Csc416 and Csc466, the AI courses at Oswego, have incorporated 
aspects research associated with various musical microworlds into their projects, particularly 
those pertaining to algorithmic composition.


• Lectures and projects relating to keyfinding, algorithmic composition, and other topics used to 
be liberally incorporated into Cog316, the cognitive musicology course.



Part 11


A Chromesthetic Interpretation of Harmony




Echo 1



Interpretation of Harmony as Colors and Patterns
One possibility for representing harmony would be to represent chords 

as integrations of visual representations of chord roots and chord qualities.

Chord roots might be represented by color.

Chord qualities might be represented by patterns.


Just such an approach was used in painting the harmonic variant of the Echo 1 

painting, Echo 2.



A Root Mapping



A Quality Mapping



The Root Mapping in Context



The Quality Mapping in Context



The Integration of the Two Mappings



Echo 2



Echo Dyptich in the Chromesthetic Gallary



Part 12


Some Monochromatic Paintings 




Misty (aka Shades of Gray) - For a “Color Blind Chromesthete”



Champaigne (aka You Go To My Head)



Study in Metalic Magentas (aka Joy)



Part 13


Painting Pachebal’s Canon  




Layout of the Paining



Palette for the Painting



Canon with “Acrylic”

Blues and Frame



Paint it Black



Initial Taping



In the Process of Painting Half of the Harmonic Notes



The Canvas, after Painting 

the rest of the Harmonic Notes



Getting Started Painting the

Melodic parts



Emphasizing the “Paint by Number”

Aspect of the Painting Process



Finished Painting



Canon in D, Hanging in the CS Department Office



Part 1 (quarter time)



Part 2 (half time)



Parts 3-4 (some “in time” + some irregular slow time



Parts 5-6 (irregular quick time)



Parts 7-11 (various times)



Questions?



Some Definitions of Art
• Alfred North Whitehead - Art is the imposing of a pattern on experience, and our aesthetic 

enjoyment is recognition of the pattern. 

• Rand Inspired Definition - Art is a selective re-creation of reality according to an artists 

mental model of the reality. A mental model is a reprepresentation of some domain or situation 
that supports understanding, reasoning, and prediction, and thus provides a framework for 
meaningful (whether emotional or intellectual) contemplation of the domain or situation.


• Ayn Rand - Art is a selective re-creation of reality according to an artists metaphysical 
value-judgements.


• Paul Klee - Art does not reproduce the visible; rather, it makes visible. What Klee mean by 
this? Perhaps, that instead of merely striving to copy some aspect of visual reality, a work of 
art serves as a creative reinterpretation of reality that can enhance our understanding of 
something in one way or another. 


• Scott Bennett - The content of a painting, in contrast to the subject of a painting, is that 
complex feeling that the initiated viewer has when the physical facts of the work of art are 
translated, synaesthetically, into a unified response.


• George Dickie - A work of art is an artifact of a kind created to be presented to an artworld 
public.




Some Questions and (CG’s) Answers about the Paintings
• Are they abstract paintings?  I would be inclined to say no, since, within the visual realm 

there is no process of abstraction involved in the creation of the works. Then again, I might 
say yes, since there is a process of abstraction that takes place within the musical domain, 
prior to translation to the visual realm.


• Are they nonrepresentational paintings?  I would be inclined to say no, since they represent 
musical melody (and in some cases harmony). Then again, I might say yes, since most people 
looking at the paintings may be unaware of this fact.


• Do they exemplify conceptual art? I would be inclined to say no, because their rendering 
requires considerable time and effort, and significant decision making with respect to both 
syntagmatic and paradigmatic concerns. It is not just about the featured idea. Then again, I 
might say yes, since the chromesthetic idea may overshadow the aspects of rendering in the 
minds of those who know the key to unlocking meaning in the paintings.



Alternative Semiotic Readings
There are two fundamentally different ways in which the paintings can be read:


• Presentationally - You can read the painting at a “pictorial” level, in which you study 
the patterns inherent in the arrangment and colors of the shapes.


• Discursively - You can read the painting in a “textual” level, top-to-bottom left-to-right, 
doing your best to think of the music underlying the painting.


Moreover,  repeatedly alternating between these two modes of looking at a painting can 
result in enhanced understanding of the painting.




Alternative Chromesthetic Readings
There are two fundamentally different ways in which the paintings can be read by those 
interested in embracing the musical dimension:


• Internally - If you know the melody on which the painting is based, you can hum along, 
from your memory, as you read in the discursive manner. It can be very satisfying to 
find that your expectation of a particular pitch is realized.


• Externally - If you do not know the melody well, find some musical rendering of the 
piece, and follow along discursively as you play one of them. Doing so, you may find 
yourself standing in a different relationship to both the painting and the music after 
reading the painting some number of times.


Either way, the experience of reading the paintings chromesthtically may result in enhanced 
understandings of tonality.




Notable Characteristics of the Paintings
• Chromesthetic Aesthetic - The idea of painting a grid of colored shapes to model melody in a literal sort 

of way, in which notes are defined in terms of pitch and duration, and sequenced in one way or another, 
appeals to both my intellect and my senses.


• Knowledge Integration - The notion that multiple representations of knowledge enhance understanding 
has long been acknowledged by AI researchers, and integrating musical knowledge with graphical 
knowledge in the paintings exemplifies this maxim. 


• Internal Rhythm - The rectangular layout is based upon musical melody assures that the paintings 
possess strong “internal rhythm,” which is highly valued by a number of great artists.


• Precision of Expression - Elements of design and planning precede the rendering of a piece, which are 
followed by the exacting process of executing the plan.


• Affordance of Cognitive Considerations - Discussion of top-down/bottom-up perception, Gestalt 
principles, synesthesia/chromestesia, and other cognitive phenomena flow readily from the paintings.


• Potential for Enriching Music Education - Can use the paintings to train the ear, to search for 
repetitions and transpositions within melodies, to appreciate the architecture of pieces.


• Tool for Theorizing about Art - Are the paintings abstract art? Are they like Mondrian’s most famous 
abstractions in any significant way? Do they fall within the realm of conceptual art? Are they similar in 
any respects to one kind of expressionism or another? Do they qualify as art? According to whose 
definitions to they qualify as art?




 Exhibits

• Cazenovia Counterpoint Invitational Arts Festival (2014) - Star, Mood Indigo, Crimson Flames

• Cazenovia Counterpoint Invitational Arts Festival (2016) - Portrait of Xim, Sand

• On My Own Time Faculty and Staff Art Exhibition (2012) - Mood Indigo, Crimson Flames






Star (Caz, 2014) 




Mood Indigo (Caz, 2014)




Crimson Flames (Caz, 2014)




Sand (Caz, 2016)




On My Own Time Faculty and Staff Art Exhibition

SUNY OSwego, Penfield Library



Books























Note on the Sensation -> Perception Mapping

Art tends to engage the viewer in a process of trying to make perceptual sense out of 
sensory information.

Sometimes, the artist will provide the viewer with an interpretive problem that is 
insoluable, for one reason or another.

It may be best not to think in terms of achieving a flawless interpretational victory 
when viewing a painting. Rather, perhaps, merely think in terms of doing your best 
enjoy the process of mining the work for bits of dopamine accompanying satisfaction.

The paintings on the following two slides, a DeKooning (estimated to be worth $400 
million) and a Graci (estimated to be worth nothing) provide interpretational challenges 
for very different reasons. Exercise: Can you articulate what these might be?



Excavation (DeKooning)




Sand (Graci)




 A Few More Paintings, and a List



A Maze: The Song That Never Ends (Lambchop + Friends)



A Nightlight: I’m Beginning to See The Light (Ellington)



Texture: A Bit of Mozart



Titles of the Paintings
Little Tune     Crimson Flames     Angel Glow     Sunshine     Sand     Echo 1

Echo 2     La Vie En Rose     Stardust     Misty     To A Wild Rose     Auld Lang Syne

Portrait of Xim     Dorothy’s Darkness     Moon River     Kelsier’s Dream     4’33     

I’m Beginning To See The Light     White Rabbit     Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds

El Choclo     Star     You Go To My Head     Apple Pink And Cherry Blossom White

Study in Magenta (aka Joy)     Venus In Furs     Wayfaring Stranger     Mood Indigo

Flying Free     Sunny Side of the Street     Fascination     Bare Necessities      Linda     
Tennessee Waltz     Russian Dance     The Song That Doesn’t End     Arabian Dance (aka Coffee)     
Maggie’s Song     Easy Winners     Canon in D





